Islander Chamber Music Scholarship Program Audition Material for the Lichtenstein String Quartet. This material is in addition to regular audition requirements for the TAMU-CC Music Department.

**Violin:**

Pick one of the following solos of your choice:
- Mvt. of a concerto
- Solo for violin/piano
- Solo violin work
- Showpiece

One mvt. from solo Bach

Scales: pick two major and one minor scale

Sight reading

**Viola:**

Pick one of the following solos of your choice:
- Mvt. of a concerto
- Solo for viola/piano
- Solo viola work
- Showpiece

One mvt. from solo Bach (6 suites for Violoncello)

Scales: pick two major and one minor scale

Sight reading

**Cello:**

Pick one of the following solos of your choice:
- Mvt. of a concerto
- Solo for cello/piano
- Solo cello work
- Showpiece

One mvt. from the 6 suites for Violoncello (J.S. Bach)

Scales: pick two major and one minor scale

Sight reading